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Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a devastating subtype of stroke with high morbidity
and mortality. However, there is no effective therapy method to improve its clinical
outcomes to date. Here we report an injectable gelatin hydrogel that is capable of
suppressing inflammation and enhancing functional recovery in a mouse model of
ICH. Thiolated gelatin was synthesized by EDC chemistry and then the hydrogel was
formed through Michael addition reaction between the thiolated gelatin and polyethylene
glycol diacrylate. The hydrogel was characterized by scanning electron microscopy,
porosity, rheology, and cytotoxicity before evaluating in a mouse model of ICH. The
in vivo study showed that the hydrogel injection into the ICH lesion reduced the neuron
loss, attenuated the neurological deficit post-operation, and decreased the activation
of the microglia/macrophages and astrocytes. More importantly, the pro-inflammatory
M1 microglia/macrophages polarization was suppressed while the anti-inflammatory M2
phenotype was promoted after the hydrogel injection. Besides, the hydrogel injection
reduced the release of inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β and TNF-α). Moreover, integrin
β1 was confirmed up-regulated around the lesion that is positively correlated with the
M2 microglia/macrophages. The related mechanism was proposed and discussed.
Taken together, the injectable gelatin hydrogel suppressed the inflammation which might
contribute to enhance the functional recovery of the ICH mouse, making it a promising
application in the clinic.

Keywords: gelatin, hydrogel, intracerebral hemorrhage, inflammation, functional recovery

INTRODUCTION

Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a devastating subtype of stroke with high morbidity and
mortality, However, there is no effective therapy method to improve its clinical outcomes to date
(Krishnamurthi et al., 2013; Poon et al., 2014). Although the injury mechanism is complex and not
fully understood, increasing evidence has shown that the inflammatory cascades are closely related
with the progression of the injury such as activation of the microglia, the release of inflammatory
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cytokines, and neuron loss, and therefore inflammation could
be regarded as one of the most important targets for the
overall prognosis of ICH (Duan et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019;
Tschoe et al., 2020).

Recently, injectable hydrogels have attracted more and more
research interests due to their innate merits, e.g., capable of
minimally invasive implantation (Dimatteo et al., 2018; Wang
C. et al., 2019), especially for stroke, since they can be injected
initially as a fluid through a needle into the brain with stereotactic
procedures, and then formed the gel upon crosslinking to
irregularly shaped cavities at the implant site (Nih et al., 2016). In
this context, there are some reports that injectable hydrogel has
been used to promote host cell infiltrate and endogenous brain
tissue repair (Ghuman et al., 2016), encourage angiogenesis and
recovery of nerve circuits through guided drug and growth factor
delivery (Nih et al., 2018), and also, injectable hydrogel could be
applied to transplant stem cells to restore lost neurons (Hu, 2016).
For brain implantation, like other implants, the immune response
which partly depending on the characteristics of the implants
such as biocompatibility significantly influences the interaction
between the hydrogel and the surrounding host tissues (Tsui et al.,
2019; Wissing et al., 2019). As a key innate immune cell in the
brain, microglia is the most important defense against exogenous
threats, where activated microglia/macrophages develop into two
subtypes: pro-inflammatory microglia (M1, classically activated)
and anti-inflammatory microglia (M2, alternatively activated)
(Xiong et al., 2016), the polarization of which plays a crucial role
in promoting the recovery of brain injury and nerve (Bai et al.,
2020). Nevertheless, how to modulate the immune response and
neuroinflammation through the implanted biomaterials such as
hydrogel remains a great challenge to date.

In the case of hydrogel itself, a variety of different repair
and anti-inflammatory cell pathways were induced through
the binding of the implanted hydrogel to specific cell surface
receptors(integrin mostly, which mediates the cell-signaling, the
mutual recognition, and adhesion between cells and cells as well
as cells and extracellular matrix) of endogenous brain cells via
cell-adhesion peptides (Zhang et al., 2016; Rajkovic et al., 2018;
Rowley et al., 2019; Michael and Parsons, 2020). For example,
the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) that binds to integrin
is one of the mostly reported peptides (Huettner et al., 2018).
However, previous study reported that RGD-modified hydrogel
might result in the pathological angiogenesis (Li et al., 2017). In
this regard, hydrogels based on natural proteins, such as collagen
and gelatin or decellularized membranes, have the advantage
of generally possessing the ligands necessary for cell adhesion.
Gelatin derived from denatured and partly degraded collagen,
and was widely used in the tissue engineering for its good
biodegradability and biocompatibility, as well as adhesion to
cells and lack of antigenicity (Lin et al., 2017; Mobaraki et al.,
2019; Shi et al., 2019a,b; Zhang et al., 2019), and often used
for cell encapsulation (Barthes et al., 2018), More importantly,
gelatin retains cell adhesive motifs of RGD (Echave et al., 2017),
a key biological functional sequence that could be used as an
active target (Ge et al., 2018), promote angiogenesis and nerve
regeneration (Li et al., 2017; Dursun et al., 2019; Samadian
et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020), reduce gliosis and accelerate neural

progenitor cell migration (Nih et al., 2017; Motamed et al., 2019),
influent inflammation (Zaveri et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2016),
and elicit M2 polarization from macrophages in vitro (Cha et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019) when binds to integrin
receptor through ligand-receptor specific interactions. However,
in vivo, we know that the interaction between host immunity and
the implant depends on the microenvironment of adjacent tissue,
resulting in a tissue-specific response to biomaterials (Taraballi
et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2019; Wang Y. et al., 2019). Besides, unlike
microglial or macrophage lines, the gene expression signature of
microglia in vivo was shown to be unique (Butovsky et al., 2014),
therefore it is inappropriate to apply the conclusions derived
from macrophages or cell lines to microglia in vivo.

Herein, the possibility of modulating neuroinflammation
using injectable gelatin hydrogel was explored. We hypothesized
that gelatin hydrogel could specifically interact with brain
immune cells through RGD-integrin and regulate the
polarization of the immune cells, and thus suppressing the
pro-inflammation and ameliorating the brain injury. To address
this possibility, thiolated gelatin was first synthesized, and then
the injectable gelatin hydrogel was prepared by Michael addition
reaction (Figure 1A). The hydrogel was characterized by SEM,
rheology, and cytotoxicity before an in vivo evaluation was
performed in a mouse model of ICH (Figure 1B).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Gelatin (type B ∼ 225 bloom), N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-
N’-ethyl carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC), 5, 5′-dithiobis
(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), polyethylene glycol diacrylate
(PEGDA, MW 6000 Da), cysteamine, and dithiothreitol (DTT)
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, United States).
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) was obtained from Pierce.
Viability/Cytotoxicity Assay Kit was purchased from Invitrogen.
Primary antibodies consisted of mouse anti-GFAP, rabbit
anti-Iba-1, rabbit anti-iNOS, mouse anti-Arginase 1, and rabbit
anti-neun were purchased from Proteintech (United States).
Rabbit anti-integrin β1 was purchased from Huaan (China).
Rabbit anti-IL-1β and TNF-α were obtained from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology (United States). Secondary antibodies consisted
of fluorescent Alexa 488 and 555 antibodies were purchased
from Invitrogen (United Kingdom). Horse radish peroxidase
(HRP-conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-rabbit) was obtained from
Jackson (United States).

Synthesis and Characterization of
Thiolated Gelatin
The synthesis of thiolated gelatin is illustrated in Figure 1. The
thiolated gelatin was synthesized according to a previous protocol
with slight modification (Shu et al., 2003). Briefly, 1 g of gelatin
was dissolved in 100 ml distilled water, and then cysteamine
and EDAC were added as solids to the reaction with a molar
ratio of -COOH/cysteamine/EDAC 1:2:2. The pH of the reaction
solution was maintained at 4.75 by the addition of 1 M HCl.
After 4 h the reaction was stopped by neutralizing the solution
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Synthesis pathway of thiolated gelatin. (B) Schematic presentation of gelatin hydrogel injection into the lesion site in a mouse model of ICH.
(C) Experimental protocol and timeline.

with 4 M NaOH. Five gram DTT was then added to the resulting
solution and the pH of the solution adjusted to 8.5. After stirring
for 8 h under N2, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 4.0
by the addition of 1 M HCl. The resulting solution was first
dialyzed (3500 Daltons molecule weight cut-off) against HCl
solution (pH 4.0) containing 100 mM NaCl under N2, followed
by dialysis against HCl solution (pH 4.0) under N2. The solution
was clarified by centrifugation, and the supernatant was sterilized
with a 0.2 µm Millipore filter and then lyophilized. The degree of
substitution (DS) of free thiols was determined using the Ellman
method. The structure of thiolated gelatin was characterized by
1H NMR spectrum in D2O.

Preparation of Injectable Gelatin
Hydrogel
PEGDA was dissolved in PBS to obtain a 10% (w/v) solution.
Thiolated gelatin was dissolved in PBS. For the preparation of
the hydrogel, the PEGDA solution was added to the thiolated
gelatin solution with a molar ratio of acrylate/thiol 1:2 to prepare
hydrogel precursor solution and initiate crosslinking, in which
the final concentration of thiolated gelatin was 3% (w/v). Gelation
time was determined by a test tube inverting method.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
and Porosity Measurement
SEM was used to observe the morphology of the freeze-
dried hydrogel. After coating with gold, the cross-sectional

morphologies were viewed with a JSM-6390LV SEM. The
porosity of the hydrogels was measured according to the
literature (Tian et al., 2012). Briefly, the freeze-dried hydrogel
was immersed in ethanol under vacuum for 20 min and then
taken out to be weighed after absorbing the excess of ethanol
with filter paper. The porosity was calculated according to the
following equation:

Porosity = [(W1-W2/ρV]× 100% (1)

where W1 and W2 are the weights of the hydrogel before and
after immersion in ethanol, respectively, ρ is the density of
ethanol and V is the volume of the hydrogel.

Rheological Test
The storage and loss modulus were measured with a plate-
to-plate rheometer (MCR 302, Anton Paar, Ashland, VA,
United States) using a 25 mm plate under a constant strain of
1% and frequency of 10 rad/s at 37◦C.

Cytotoxicity of the Hydrogel
For assay the cytotoxicity of the hydrogel, the primary rat MSC
cells were encapsulated in the hydrogel with a cell density of
1× 105 cells per 100 µl of the hydrogel precursor solution. After
1 and 5 days of culture, the viability of the encapsulated cells
was determined using the live/dead viability/cytotoxicity assay
kit from Invitrogen. Briefly, 1 µM of ethidium homodimer-1
and 0.25 µM of calcein acetoxymethyl ester from the kit were
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diluted with 500 µl DMEM without phenol red. The hydrogels
were stained for 30 min at room temperature in the dark and
imaged with confocal microscopy (Nikon A1R + MP, Japan).
Green (live cells) and red (dead cells) fluorescence images were
collected separately and merged to determine cell viability as the
ratio of viable cells to total cells counted.

Animals and ICH Model
The animal experimental protocols were approved by the Animal
Ethical Committee of Sichuan University. Twenty four adult
Kunming (KM) mice (2–3 months old and weighing 22–28 g,
Dashuo Laboratory Animal Co. Ltd, China) were housed under
a 12/12 light/dark cycle conditions with free access to food and
water for this study.

The ICH modeling in mice was induced by intracranial
injection of type VII collagenase. Baseline weight was recorded
for each mouse before the experiment. The mice were
anesthetized intraperitoneally by the injection of 10% chloral
hydrate (30 µl/10 g) and placed in a stereotactic frame (RWD
life science, China). A burr hole of 1mm diameter was drilled in
0.8 mm anterior and 2.0 mm lateral (right) of bregma, and then
injected with collagenase type VII (0.075 Units in 0.5 µl saline;
Sigma, United States) into the right basal ganglia region from the
hole (2.9 mm depth below the surface of the skull) at a rate of
0.1 µL/min. After injection, the needle was left in the place for
10 min before withdrawal, and the skull hole was closed with bone
wax. Finally, the wound was sutured, and the animal was placed
in a warm box with free access to food and water.

Gelatin Hydrogel Injection
Three days post-ICH with the hematoma size became stable
(Yang et al., 2017), mice were subjected to the gelatin hydrogel
injection procedure by placing in a stereotactic frame with 10%
chloral hydrate (30 µl/10 g, i.p.) anesthetized, and the body
temperature maintained at 37◦C using the heating pad. After
removing the bone wax covering the cranial window, the lesion
site was exposed. The hydrogel precursor solution was loaded
into a microsyringe. For the ICH + Hydrogel group (n = 12, 4
mice per time point), mice were injected 4 µl precursor solution
at a rate of 1 µl/min to the lesion using the previous coordinates.
The needle was left in the place for 10 min to allow the solution
to gel before removing it from the brain slowly, and the skull hole
was closed again with bone wax followed by suturing the wound.
In the ICH + Vehicle group (n = 12, 4 mice per time point), mice
were injected with the same volume of PBS as control.

Body-Weight Change and
Neurobehavioral Testing
To assess the body-weight change and neurobehavior of the mice,
an investigator blinded to two groups evaluated the mice with
corner turn and seven neurological deficits tests on day 1 and 3
after the ICH modeling and day 1, 3, and 7 after gelatin hydrogel
and vehicle injection, and measuring the weight simultaneously.
For the corner turn test, the mice were placed between the
two boards facing a 30◦corner. When mice entering deep into
the corner, both sides of the vibrissae are stimulated together,

healthy animals tend to turn left or right randomly, while animals
with unilateral brain damage tend to turn to the ipsilateral side.
Twenty tests were repeated in each testing day with at least 30 s
interval time between two tests, and the right turn percentage
was calculated as right turns/all turns (Zhang et al., 2002).
Neurological deficits tests include body symmetry, gait, climbing,
circling behavior, front limb symmetry, compulsory circling, and
whisker. Each test was graded from 0 to 4, and the maximum
deficit score of 28 (Hazel, 1998).

Histology and Immunostaining
Histological Treatment
Mice were deeply anesthetized by an overdose of 10% chloral
hydrate and sacrificed via transcardial perfused with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS,
pH = 7.4). The brain tissues were collected and post-fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 24 h, and then the tissues were trimmed
as appropriate size (3 mm anterior and posterior to the bregma)
for paraffin embedding and cut into 3-µm-thick coronal sections
with a microtome (Leica RM2235, Germany). The slides were
dried on a warmer at 60◦C for 12 h. Before the staining, each
brain sections were deparaffinized with pure xylene(three times)
for 15 min each, then rehydrated in alcohol gradient (100% to
70%, 10 min each) and washed with distilled water.

Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining
Routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was conducted
for the perihematomal morphological changes observing and
showing the host tissue-gelatin hydrogel interface. After the
deparaffinized, the paraffin sections stained with hematoxylin for
5 min, rinsed under the tap water for 30 s, then put sections
into 1% hydrochloric acid ethanol differentiation liquid solution
for 5 s, and rinsed water for 5 min. Next, the eosin dye was
redyed for 30 s, washed with distilled water for 10 s. After
dehydrated with graded ethanol, the sections were mounted with
mounting medium. Histologic sections were observed with a light
microscope (BX43; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Immunostaining
After the deparaffinized, antigen retrieval was achieved by
microwave in EDTA buffer (PH9.0) for 20 min, cooled at
room temperature. For immunofluorescence staining, sections
were incubated in 10% blocking sera for 40 min prior at
37◦C (Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked with 0.6%
hydrogen peroxide for immunohistochemical), then washed
in 0.1 M PBS again, and incubated with primary antibody
overnight at 4◦C. Primary antibodies consisted of mouse anti-
GFAP (1:500 dilution) to visualize the glial scar, rabbit anti-
Iba-1 (1:200 dilution) to detect microglia/macrophages, rabbit
anti-iNOS (1:200 dilution) and mouse anti-Arginase-1 (1:200
dilution) to detect different subtypes of Microglia/macrophages,
rabbit anti-Neun (1:200 dilution) to detect surviving neurons,
rabbit anti-integrin β1 (1:100 dilution) to detect the expression
of integrin β1, and rabbit anti-IL-1β and TNF-α (1:200 dilution)
to quantify the level of inflammation with immunohistochemical.
After rinsing and washing with 0.1 M PBS three times for
5 min, sections were incubated with a secondary antibody for
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30 min at 37◦C and washed in PBS. Secondary antibodies
consisted of appropriate fluorescent Alexa 488 or Alexa 555
antibodies (1:500 dilution). The immunofluorescence staining
sections were observed through a fluorescence microscope
(AX10 imager A2/AX10 cam HRC; Carl Zeiss, Germany).
For immunohistochemistry, the sections were incubated with
secondary antibody HRP for 30 min at 37◦C and followed
by washing in PBS. The color was visualized using peroxidase
reaction with 3′,3′-diaminobenzidine, and then observed under
a light microscope (BX43; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Image Analysis
The results were measured and evaluated by a blinded observer
with the open-source software ImageJ/Fiji (US National Institutes
of Health1). Three sections per mouse and three randomly
selected microscopic fields per section around the hematoma
area were used for quantitative analysis. The number of M1
microglia (iNOS+/Iba1+ cell), and M2 microglia (Arginase-
1+/Iba-1+ cells) were evaluated by cell counts, then the ratio to
Iba-1+ cells represents the percentage of microglia of different
subtypes (%). Neuron density is expressed as the ratio of the
number of Neun+ cells in the microscopic field to the area of the
microscopic field (/mm2). The IL-1β, TNF-α, Iba-1, and GFAP
positive areas around hematoma were quantified in each field to
assess the expression level of IL-1β and TNF-α, the activation
levels of microglia and astrocytes, respectively. Fluorescence
stained image of integrin β1 was constant-thresholded using
ImageJ/Fiji program to subtract background staining, then the
fluorescence intensity in each cell area was calculated.

Statistical Analysis
All data were expressed with mean ± standard error of the
mean. Comparison of means between two groups was analyzed
by the Student’s t-test, and statistical evaluations were performed
using the GraphPad Prism 6.0. P-value was set at 0.05 for
statistical significance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of Thiolated Gelatin
Thiolated gelatin was synthesized through EDC chemistry as
shown in Figure 1A, where cysteamine was coupled to the gelatin
carboxylates at pH 4.75, at which carbodiimide nitrogens appear
to be sufficiently protonated while gelatin mainly presents as the
carboxylate. The structure of the final product was characterized
by 1H NMR spectrum in D2O. As shown in Supplementary
Figure S1, there are two new peaks that appeared, one is at
2.8 ppm corresponding to hydrogen of methylene close to thiol,
and the other is at 2.6 ppm that assigned to hydrogen of
methylene adjacent to amide. The content of thiol in thiolated
gelatin was determined by Ellman method, and the results
showed that the product has a thiol content of 0.48 mmol/g,
which corresponds to 39.2% DS.

1https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

Preparation and Characterization of
Injectable Gelatin Hydrogel
The injectable gelatin hydrogel was prepared by Michael addition
reaction between the thiols in the thiolated gelatin and acrylates
in the PEGDA to form a three-dimensional network under
physiological conditions. The molar ratio of thiol relative to
acrylate was set at 2/1 to ensure that no unreacted and potentially
cytotoxic electrophiles remain in the hydrogel. The gelation time
of the hydrogel was 6.5 ± 1.3 min, which was in the range of the
clinical operation time (5–15 min). Within the gelation time, the
injectable operation of the hydrogel was shown in Figure 2A. To
study the pore structure of the hydrogel, SEM was carried out
on the cross-sectional morphology of the freeze-dried hydrogel.
As shown in Figure 2B, the cross-sectional of the hydrogel
exhibited a three-dimensionally interconnected pore structure,
with a pore size of 30–100 µm. The porosity of the hydrogel
was 88.8 ± 2.5% when measured by the liquid displacement
method. Thus, based on SEM and porosity measurements, it was

FIGURE 2 | (A) Injection operation of the gelation hydrogel (staining with
phenol red). (B) SEM image of the hydrogel, scale bar = 100 µm. (C) The
rheological curve of the hydrogel. (D) Live/dead staining of the cells within the
hydrogel on day 1, and 5, scale bar = 100 µm.
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Body-weight change. (B) The statistical graph of the corner turn test. (C) The statistical graph of the neurological deficit testing. (D) Representative
images for Immunofluorescence staining of neuron marker Neun, scale bar = 20 µm. (E) The statistical graph of the Neun positive cells. Data are present as
mean ± SD (n = 4), *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.

reasonable to assume that the hydrogel would be beneficial for cell
infiltration and the exchange of nutrients and metabolites. The
storage (G’) and loss modulus(G”) were measured with a plate-
to-plate rheometer. The maximum G’ for the hydrogel was 857 Pa
(Figure 2C), which was in the range of the modulus of the brain
tissue (100–1000 Pa), indicating that the hydrogel was sufficiently
soft and might be compatible with brain tissue (Engler et al., 2006;
Budday et al., 2017). Prior to the in vivo study, cytotoxicity of
the hydrogel was evaluated using live/dead staining. As shown
in Figure 2D, on day 1, the cell exhibited round morphology,
whereas extensive spreading was observed on day 5, indicating
that the RGD sequences within the hydrogel promoted the cell
adhesion. The cell viability was 92.3 and 95.1% on day 1 and
5, respectively, both of which indicated that the hydrogel was
compatible with the cells in vitro.

Body-Weight Change and Functional
Recovery After Gelatin Hydrogel
Injection
In consideration of the potential side effects after the hydrogel
injection, the body-weight change and neurobehavior of the mice
were monitored. As shown in Figure 3A, after ICH modeling
(ICH-Day 1, and 3), the mice had a weight drop from the
baseline. When the hydrogel or vehicle injection, the body-weight
of the mice remained below the baseline on day 1, while they
are recovering with time prolonged, with body-weight steadily
increased on day 3 and 7. No significant variation had been

detected between the two groups at each time point, implying no
overt adverse effects of the hydrogel.

In the corner turn test, the percentage of right turn had a
gradual decline in both two groups, and there was no statistical
difference between them in each time point (Figure 3B). In the
neurological deficit testing (Figure 3C), scores of both two groups
were highest on the first day after ICH and descended with time.
Recovery in the ICH + Hydrogel group was quicker than that
in the ICH + Vehicle group and showed a significant difference
on day 7 (4 ± 1 vs. 2 ± 1, P < 0.05). Just as tests differ in
their selectivity and sensitivity for various deficits, neurological
deficit scores mainly assess a variety of motor, sensory, reflex, and
balance responses (Schaar et al., 2010), which is sensitive to nerve
function deficit in the acute stage. In contrast, the corner turn test
mainly focuses on the sensorimotor and postural asymmetry after
ICH (Zhang et al., 2002). In our study, the assessment period was
within 7 days and thus the neurological deficit test appears more
sensitive to monitor the neurobehavior of the mice.

To explain why the ICH + Hydrogel group exhibited
an enhanced functional recovery in comparison with the
ICH + Vehicle group, the neuron density around the lesion
was investigated since it plays an important role in motor
function recovery after ICH (Miao et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2019). Figures 3D,E show the immunofluorescence staining
and the statistical analysis of the neuron marker Neun, which,
as expected, indicated that the hydrogel injection significantly
rescued ICH-associated neuron loss, and had higher neuron
density than that in ICH + Vehicle group on day 3 (2703 ± 311
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FIGURE 4 | H&E staining. (A–F) The overall morphology of the injured brain in different time-point after gelatin hydrogel injection, scale bar = 500 µm. (a–f)
Magnified images show the host tissue-lesion or gelatin hydrogel interface, scale bar = 50 µm. (g) Local magnification image of hemosiderin deposition. *Represents
the hydrogel.

cells/mm2 vs. 3844 ± 297 cells/mm2, P < 0.001) and 7
(3436± 290 cells/mm2 vs. 4117± 384 cells/mm2, P < 0.001).

The Overall Change of the Gelatin
Hydrogel After Injection
The H&E staining of the brain sections as shown in Figure 4.
In both two groups, the lesion site consisted of a large amount
of necrotic debris on the first day (Figures 4A,B). With the
time prolonged, the lesion areas decreased on day 3 and 7. In
the ICH + Vehicle group, there are many inflammatory cells
surrounding and infiltration the lesion, and then a scar formed
with hemosiderin deposition on day 7 (Figures 4E,e, red arrow).
On the contrary, in the ICH + Hydrogel group, there is less
inflammatory cell appearance and the hydrogel filled the lesion
and was evenly spread throughout the entire stroke cavity over
time, without dense glial scar surrounding (Figures 4B,D,F).
Interestingly, some cells are infiltrating into the hydrogel on the
first day. This phenomenon is similar to the Ghuman’s (Ghuman
et al., 2018) study, who suggested that these cells are not a brain
origin, but likely an immune origin (Modo, 2019), which was
responding quickly to the damaged tissue.

Gelatin Hydrogel Injection Inhibited the
Activation of Microglia/Macrophages
and Astrocytes
Microglia/macrophages and astrocytes are abundant around the
lesion site, which defines the boundary between the normal tissue
and the injured area, and thus Iba-1 and GFAP were stained to
investigate the activated microglia/macrophages and astrocytes
over time. As shown in Figure 5A, in ICH + Vehicle group,

the activated microglia/macrophages and astrocytes gradually
developed a structurally disordered scar structure around the
lesion as time went on, while in the ICH + Hydrogel group,
commonly the cells with the deepest infiltration distance on day
1 and 3 are activated microglia/macrophages and followed by
astrocytes. This chain-like path formed might allow other cells
to pursue their infiltration (Ghuman et al., 2016). On day 7,
the invading microglia/macrophages and astrocytes were evenly
distributed around the remaining hydrogels.

For the activated microglia/macrophages, the Iba-1 positive
area in both two groups increased from day 1 to 7 (Figure 5B),
and there were more activated microglia/macrophages in
ICH + Vehicle group at each time point than that in the
ICH + Hydrogel group with a significant difference on day 1
(17.84± 2.81% vs. 14.15± 2.09%, P< 0.05) and 3 (23.30± 2.58%
vs. 17.90 ± 1.86%, P < 0.05) (Figure 5C), indicating that the
activation of the microglia/macrophages was suppressed in the
ICH + Hydrogel group. This phenomenon may be related to the
presence of the RGD adhesion motif in the hydrogel as previously
reported (Nih et al., 2017).

In the case of the activated astrocytes, as illustrated in
Figure 5D, astrocyte activation increased rapidly in both two
groups from the first day, and reached the peak on day 3,
followed by a decline on day 7, and the activated astrocytes in
the ICH + Hydrogel group at each time point were significantly
less than that in the ICH + Vehicle group consistently (Figure 5E,
p < 0.001), which means the hydrogel injection can inhibit
astrocyte activation. In general, loss of neurons in the core of
the lesion will be replaced by the glial scar eventually, while if
it’s displaced by the hydrogel, the glial scar would be potentially
decreased, which has been observed previously as attributing to
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FIGURE 5 | Gelatin hydrogel affects the activation of microglia/macrophages and astrocytes. (A) Double immunofluorescence staining was performed with astrocyte
marker GFAP (green) and microglia/macrophages marker Iba-1 (red) in brain sections, scale bar = 20 µm. (B) Representative images for Immunofluorescence
staining of Iba-1, scale bar = 50 µm. (C) The percentage of Iba-1 positive area analysis. (D) Representative images for Immunofluorescence staining of GFAP, scale
bar = 50 µm. (E) The percentage of GFAP positive area analysis. *Represents the hydrogel. Data are mean ± SD, n = 4 mice per group, *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.
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FIGURE 6 | Effects of gelatin hydrogel on microglia/macrophages polarization. (A) M1 pro-inflammatory microglia/macrophages marker iNOS+ Iba-1+. (B) The
percentage of iNOS+ Iba-1+cells/Iba-1+cells in two groups. (C) M2 anti-inflammatory microglia/macrophages marker Arg-1+ Iba-1+. (D) The percentage of
Arg-1+ Iba-1+ cells/Iba-1+cells in two groups. Scale bar = 20 µm. Data are mean ± SD, n = 4 mice per group, *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.

the biomaterial-glial scar interaction (Ghuman et al., 2016, 2018;
Gorenkova et al., 2019).

Glial scar, the final form of reactive astrogliosis after stroke,
on the one hand, has been thought to be detrimental to neuronal
growth, preventing axonal regrowth in chronic stages since the
mid-20th century (Cregg et al., 2014), however, a recent study
revealed that relieving glial scar was failed to result in axonal
regeneration after spinal cord injury, which did not address
the effect of scar ablation on other cells in the damaged CNS
(Anderson et al., 2016; Adams and Gallo, 2018). So, it remains
difficult to determine what the confounding factor is. On the
other hand, activated astrocytes are neuroprotective by limiting
the inflammatory response and restricting the immune cascade
of the damaged tissues in the acute phase of stroke (Doyle et al.,
2008). Thus in our conditions further studies are required to
determine the effect of the interaction between the hydrogel and
the glial scar on this process.

Gelatin Hydrogel Injection Modulated
Microglia/Macrophages Polarization
To determine the effect of the hydrogel on the
microglia/macrophages polarization, the expression of nitric
oxide synthase 2 (iNOS) and Arginase1(Arg-1) was chosen to
identify M1 and M2 phenotype, respectively (Lan et al., 2017).

Figures 6A,C respectively show the double immunofluorescence
staining of iNOS/Iba-1 and Arg-1/Iba-1 on day 1, 3, and 7
after hydrogel injection. Figure 6B revealed that the percentage
of M1 cells peaked on day 1 in both two groups and then
fell with time. Meanwhile, ICH + Hydrogel group showed
a significantly lower percentage of M1 cells than that in the
ICH + Vehicle group on day 1 (56.25± 8.84% vs. 44.68± 5.04%,
P < 0.05), 3 (54.39 ± 3.16% vs. 40.14 ± 5.05%, P < 0.05), and 7
(51.41± 9.57% vs. 37.74± 1.18%, P < 0.05). On the contrary, the
percentage of M2 cells in the ICH + Vehicle group maintained
the similar level on day 1 and 3 and had a slight decline on day
7, while it was shown a steady increase in the ICH + Hydrogel
group, and there were significant differences between the two
groups at each time point (Figure 6D, day 1: 23.46 ± 2.38% vs.
43.65± 3.54%, P< 0.001; day 3: 24.59± 2.47% vs. 47.44± 4.41%,
P < 0.001; day 7: 22.01± 5.49% vs. 49.92± 5.35%, P < 0.001).

The mechanism by which biomaterials enable
microglia/macrophages polarization into the anti-inflammatory
phenotype remains largely unknown. Gelatin retains the cell
adhesive motifs-RGD, which has been reported to elicit anti-
inflammatory effects from macrophages in vitro as well as
increase cellular adhesion (Lynn et al., 2010; Zaveri et al., 2014;
Cha et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019). Besides,
osteopontin containing RGD can significantly suppress the
inductions of iNOS in postischemic brains, demonstrating
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FIGURE 7 | Effects of gelatin hydrogel on pro-inflammatory cytokine. (A) Immunohistochemical staining of IL-1β around the lesion. (B) The area percentage of IL-1β.
(C) Immunohistochemical staining of TNF-α around the lesion. (D) The area percentage of TNF-α. Scale bar = 50 µm. *Represents the hydrogel. Data are
mean ± SD, n = 4 mice per group, ***P < 0.001.

anti-inflammatory effects (Jin et al., 2016). Consistently, our
results demonstrate that the injected gelatin hydrogel in the
ICH cavity can inhibit the M1 polarization while promoting
anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype, which may have potential
promising to modulate inflammatory response after ICH.

Gelatin Hydrogel Injection Reduced the
Release of IL-1β and TNF-α
Pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-1β (IL-1β),
and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), play an important role
in maintaining cellular function and inflammatory activation
(Möller and Villiger, 2006; Zhou et al., 2019; Gao et al.,
2020). Nevertheless, it is harmful if the cytokines keep working
throughout inflammation. After ICH, microglia were activated
and various circulating immune cells immediately entered the
brain, then the chemokines, pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β

and TNF-α) and other immune molecules were released (Wang

and Doré, 2007) which further activated resident and migrating
immune cells, and caused a continued cycle of the inflammatory
response, the process of which increased the brain cell death
produced inflammatory injury to the surrounding brain tissue
(Tschoe et al., 2020). To investigate whether the hydrogel
injection has the anti-inflammatory effect, the expression of pro-
inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1βand TNF-αwas determined
by immunohistological staining. As shown in Figures 7A–D, the
expression of both IL-1β and TNF-α was decreased over time in
two groups, and the ICH + Hydrogel group showed significantly
lower of both two pro-inflammatory cytokines than that in the
ICH + Vehicle group (P < 0.001), indicating that the hydrogel
is capable of anti-inflammation in the ICH mouse model. In
general, proinflammatory cytokines are thought to be produced
mainly by activated M1 microglia/macrophages in the brain (Bai
et al., 2020), Our results have shown that the hydrogel injection
can inhibit the M1 phenotype, which might explain the decreased
expression of the IL-1β and TNF-α .
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FIGURE 8 | Gelatin hydrogel affects the expression of integrin β1. (A) Double immunofluorescence staining was performed with integrin β1 (red) and microglia
marker/macrophages Iba-1 (green) in brain sections on day 7, scale bar = 20 µm. (B) Immunofluorescence staining of integrin β1 around the lesion, scale
bar = 20 µm. (C) Fluorescence intensity (FI) analysis of the images. (D) The correlation analysis between the Arg+ IBA+ double-positive cells positive percentage and
fluorescence intensity of β1, the correlation coefficient is 0.73 (P < 0.01). *Represents the hydrogel. Data are mean ± SD, n = 4 mice per group, *P < 0.05,
***P < 0.001.
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Gelatin Hydrogel Injection Upregulated
the Integrin β1 Expression
The injectable gelatin hydrogel contains cell adhesive motifs-
RGD, which is a ligand of the integrin. Previous studies have
found that the integrin recruitment was elevated by RGD
adhesive motifs to aid the formation of adhesive structures,
and the β1, an integrin subunit, mediated interactions can
control macrophage polarization and promote Schwann cells
migration in vitro (Zhang et al., 2016; Cha et al., 2017; Kang
et al., 2019). Therefore, to examine whether the difference
of microglial/macrophages phenotype in two groups might
result from downstream signaling regulation via integrin, the
expression of β1 was detected by fluorescence intensity using
immunofluorescence staining. Double staining was performed
at first to localize the β1, and the results indicated that
the β1 was mainly expressed in the activated Iba-1 positive
microglia/macrophages around the lesion (Figure 8A), which
consistent previous report that β1 was expressed on the microglia
in the CNS (Milner and Campbell, 2002). Next, the expression
of β1 in two groups was compared, and it was shown that
the expression of β1 in the ICH + Hydrogel group exhibited
an increasing tendency, while the one was decreased gradually
with time in the ICH + Vehicle group, and showed a statistical
difference on day 3 and 7 (Figures 8B,C), indicating that the
injectable gelatin hydrogel is capable of upregulating the β1
expression around the lesion in the brain after ICH.

Interestingly, our results also showed that the expression of
β1 in the two groups was consistent with the changing trend of
the Arg + Iba-1 + double-positive cells. We further analyzed the
correlation between the trends of these two parameters. It was
found that both parameters correlated well, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.73 (p < 0.01) in the ICH + Hydrogel group
(Figure 8D), which means, the expression of integrin β1 was
positively correlated with the percentage of the Arg-1 + Iba-
1 + cells, while the expression of integrin β1 in the ICH + Vehicle
group did not change significantly over time and the percentage

of the Arg-1 + Iba-1 + cells remained stable, so it is tempting to
speculate that integrin β1 appears to play an important role in
microglia/macrophages polarization.

Mechanism Discussion
In this study, injectable gelatin hydrogel displays the interaction
with different host cells such as decreasing the astrocytes
activation, reducing the neuronal loss, especially affecting
the microglia/macrophages response, which makes it possible
to suppress inflammation and enhance functional recovery
(Figure 9). However, there is no clear idea about the
reasons to explain this phenomenon. The polarization of
microglia/macrophages is a complex multi-factor interaction
process that regulated by a variety of intracellular signaling
molecules and pathways, e.g., JNK, PI3K/Akt, Notch, and
JAK/STAT signaling pathway (Zhou et al., 2014).

Integrin was found to be involved in the polarization of
microglia/macrophages through multiple signaling pathways.
For example, in the tumor microenvironment, interstitial flow
through the integrin β1 promotes autophosphorylation of
FAK, which activates downstream Src/Akt, and transmits the
signal to STAT3/6, thus promoting the M2-type polarization
of macrophages (Li et al., 2018). In the pulmonary fibrosis
model, the extracellular matrix via the α4β1 integrin leads to
the activation of Rac2 and potentially regulates macrophage
M2 differentiation (Joshi et al., 2017). In the colitis model,
the Integrin αVβ3 polarized macrophages toward M1-type
by promoting the overactivation of STAT1/3 downstream of
the ILK/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway (Piedra-Quintero et al.,
2019). In vitro environment of hydrogels containing RGD, with
the presence of interleukin-4, integrin α2β1 may cause the
polarization of macrophages to M2 through STAT6 and to M1
through IRF5 (Cha et al., 2017).

Our study revealed that, after the gelatin hydrogel injection,
the pro-inflammatory M1 microglia/macrophages polarization
was suppressed while the anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype

FIGURE 9 | Schematic presentation of the effect of the injectable gelatin hydrogel on the host cells and proposed mechanism.
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was promoted, and the secretion of inflammatory cytokines
was reduced, which was accompanied by the upregulation of
integrin β1. Therefore, integrinβ1 appeared to play an important
role in the negative regulation of neuroinflammation in our
condition. However, the mechanism in this process still needs
further verification. Meanwhile, other integrins’ interaction
with different ligands may also have significant effects on the
microglia/macrophages (Plow et al., 2000). Here, a mechanism
was proposed as follows based on literature and our results.

When the gelatin hydrogel was injected into the lesion site,
the RGD sequences along the molecular chains were steadily
exposed, which would bind to and promote the expression of
the integrins on the surface of the surrounding cells such as
microglia/macrophages around the lesion. Due to the acceptor-
ligand interactions, the binding integrins activated the FAK-
mediated signal transduction through the M2-associated signal
pathways, e.g., FAK-PI3K-AKT/Rac-JNK, or FAK-STAT3/6, and
then the signals were transmitted to transcription factors(NF-κB,
SOCS, or PPAR-γ) and promoted the M2 phenotype polarization
of the microglia/macrophages (Figure 9).

Overall, our study suggested that the integrin might play an
important role in the polarization of microglia/macrophages after
the gelatin hydrogel injection, and therefore systematical analysis
of the role of the integrin family on microglia/macrophages
could provide the fundamental basis for creating next-
generation biomaterials that controllably induce M1 or M2
microglia/macrophages polarization.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we successfully synthesized the thiolated gelatin
and prepared the injectable gelatin hydrogel. The hydrogel
was characterized by SEM, porosity, rheology, and cytotoxicity
in vitro, and then evaluated in a mouse model of ICH. The
in vivo study indicated that the hydrogel injection could reduce
the neuron loss, promote the nerve functional recovery, decrease
the activation of the microglia/macrophages and astrocytes,
and modulate microglia/macrophages polarization to decrease
the release of the inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β and
TNF-α. The related mechanism was proposed and discussed,

which would provide the basis of new design concepts for the
biomaterials that can directly suppress inflammation.
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